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Memristors – Explosive Recent Interest 

HP group of Stan Williams reported hysteretic switching behavior in  
Pt/TiO/Pt structures (Nature 2008) 
As of midnight: 529 citations  



Switching by Channel Formation 

- TMO systems are inherently inhomogeneous 
- Switching mechanism: channel formation by oxygen vacancy migration 
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TM transport evidence for channel formation 

Chae (2008) 



Electronic Channel Formation model 



Channel Model of  
Rozenberg, Sanchez, Levy et al 
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FIG. 1: a) Schematic model with a single conductive channel
within the dielectric. The three regions L, R and B corre-
spond to the two high resistance interfaces and the more con-
ductive central bulk, respectively. The small boxes indicate
the domains. b) Detailed scheme of the conductive path. The
grayscale qualitatively depicts the variation in the oxygen va-
cancy concentration through the channel (darker corresponds
to higher concentration). The top figure shows the initial
state with uniformly distributed oxygen vacancies, and the
bottom one shows the inhomogeneous distribution after the
first few “forming” voltage cycles (see text).

certain concentration of oxygen vacancies, which deter-
mines the resistivity of the link. They may be physically
associated to small domains of nanoscopic dimensions
which may actually correspond to grains of the polycrys-
talline oxide. We take ⇢i = A↵�i, with ↵ = B if i is in
the bulk (NI < i  N � NI), ↵ = L if i is in the left
interface (i  NI) and ↵ = R if i is in the right inter-
face (N � NI < i  N). In our study we set N = 100
and NI = 10. The following equation specifies how the
vacancies di↵use through the network domains under an
external voltage,

pab = �a(1� �b) exp(�V
0

+ �Va) . (1)

It gives the probability for transfer of vacancies from do-
main a to a nearest neighbor domain b. The probability
is proportional to the concentration of vacancies present
in domain a and to the concentration of “available va-
cancy sites” at the target domain. The Arrhenius factor
exp(�V

0

), is controlled by a dimensionless constant, V
0

,
related to the activation energy for vacancies di↵usion.
The important factor exp(�Va) models the enhancement
(or suppression) of the di↵usive process due to the local
electric field at domain a.

From Eq.(1), a constant V
0

leads to an initially con-
stant distribution �i = �o for all i. The value of the

initial constant concentration, �o must be much smaller
than one, since it physically represents the concentration
of defects (oxygen vacancies) within a domain. We adopt
�o = 10�4.

Similarly to actual resistive switching experiments,
we simulate the applied voltage protocol V (t) by lin-
ear ramps that follow the sequence 0 ! +V

max

! 0 !
�V

max

! 0 (our convention is that the right electrode
is grounded). The duration is of s time steps. The se-
quence may be repeated a number of cycles n, for a to-
tal duration ⌧

max

= ns. In our simulations we choose
V

0

/V
max

= 0.016, that provides a non-negligible but slow
di↵usive contribution to the evolution of �i with respect
to the total time duration of the simulations (ie, the to-
tal number of time steps). We set V

max

= 1000 that
provides for a su�ciently large electric stress. Our quali-
tative results are rather robust with respect to the choice
of model parameters, a detailed systematic study of their
dependence is left for future work.

The coe�cients AB , AR and AL still remain to be spec-
ified. With no loss of generality, we fix the value of the
bulk coe�cient to unity AB = 1 and leave the interfacial
AR and AL free. In this initial study we shall concen-
trate in the symmetric case, AR = AL, that corresponds
to most common experimental devices.

The numerical simulations are performed through the
following steps: (i) at each simulation time step t (1 
t  ⌧

max

) a given external voltage V (t) is applied to the
resistive network (the electrodes are assumed perfect con-
ductors). The current through the system is computed
as I(t) = V (t)/RT , with RT the total (ie, two terminal)
resistance

RT = c
NX

i=1

⇢i =
X

↵

X

i2↵

A↵�i, (2)

where ↵ = R, B, L denotes the three network regions,
and c denotes an unessential geometrical constant related
to the dimensions of the domains (which we set to unity).
(ii) we compute the local voltage profile Vi(t) = I(t)⇢i

and the voltages drops �V i(t) = Vi+1

(t)�Vi(t). (iii) we
use Eq. (1) to compute all the oxygen vacancy transfers
between nearest neighboring domains, and update the
values �i(t) to a new set of concentrations �i(t + 1). (iv)
we use these new values to recompute the current at ⌧t+1

under the applied voltage V (t + 1) as indicated in the
first step.

We now turn to the discussion of our results. We set
AR = AL = 1000 >> AB = 1. In Fig. 2 we show the
results for the hysteresis loop of the total resistance RT .
The di↵erent data curves in Fig. 2a display the results
in subsequent voltage cycles 5, 6, and 7. The inset of
Fig. 2a, show that the hysteresis as a function of current
remains qualitatively similar. We note that during the
first few initial cycles the resistance shows non-repetitive
memory e↵ects that converge to a hysteresis loop with
a stable shape. Interestingly, this is reminiscent of the
initial “forming” that experimental samples seem to re-
quire in order to start displaying reproducible switching
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FIG. 2: Top panel: Resistive hysteresis loop (R
T

vs V) for
the subsequent voltage cycles number 5 , 6 and 7 in the sym-
metric system case (a). Inset: the R

T

vs I hysteresis (loop
number 5) shows qualitatively similar results (the vertical axis
scale is the same as in the main figure). Bottom panel: ex-
perimental hysteresis loops measured in manganite (b) and
cuprate (c) devices. The first one was pulsed in current con-
trol mode while the second in voltage mode. The details of
the experimental procedures are described in Refs. 20 and 24,
respectively.

e↵ects. The peculiar type of hysteresis loop that we ob-
tain has been already reported by the Houston group23 in
experiments on (Pr,Ca)MnO

3

manganite systems, where
it has been termed “table with legs”. It is evidently a
non-trivial e↵ect and we have experimentally reproduced
it in both, a related manganite (Pr,La,Ca)MnO

3

and a
cuprate (YBa

2

Cu
3

O
7�x) sample, as shown in the bottom

panels of Fig. 2.
There are several features worth pointing out: During

each voltage protocol loop, there is a clear variation of
the resistance RT between a rather broad maximum for
a large range of V (ie, the “table”), and two relatively
narrow minima (ie, the “legs”). These maximum and
minima correspond to the high and low resistance states,
RHI

T and RLO
T . The RT (V ) loops are approximately sym-

metric in V which reflects the left-right symmetry of the
system. Throughout the voltage loop, the system begins
in the initial RHI

T state and undergoes the sequence of re-
sistance changes ! RLO+

T ! RHI+

T under positive bias,
and then ! RLO�

T ! RHI�
T under negative bias. The

final state, at zero bias is RHI
T , very close but not iden-

tical to the previous initial state. Interestingly, a similar
small drift is also observed in the experimental data.

The qualitative agreement between our prediction of
the “table with legs” and the experimentally observed
hysteresis loops provides a significant validation for our
model. Therefore, to gain physical insight into the mech-

FIG. 3: Density concentration profiles normalized to the ini-
tial uniform density value �

i

/�
o

, at the beginning of voltage
cycles number 5, 6 and 7 in the symmetric system.

anism of the RS e↵ect we shall discuss in detail the evolu-
tion of the vacancies distribution under the applied volt-
age protocol. In Fig. 3 we show successive snapshots of
the oxygen vacancy concentration profile �i at the be-
ginning of loops 5, 6 and 7. Recalling that the initial
equilibrium distribution of oxygen vacancy concentration
is uniform �i = �o, these curves reveal that, under the
action of the repetitive voltage cycling, the �i evolve to-
wards a new stable distribution. The salient features of
the profile �i are a significant depletion in the interfacial
regions and a strong accumulation peaks at both internal
boundaries between the bulk and the interfacial regions.
The reason can be understood as follows. The largest
electric fields occur at the two interfacial regions since
initially their resistance is much larger than the bulk one
(AL, AR >> AB). Therefore, oxygen vacancy migration
is enhanced in the interfacial regions, with the ions mov-
ing either towards the electrodes or the bulk, depending
on the direction of the applied voltage. When the ions
reach the metallic electrodes they start to pile-up14. On
the other hand, the vacancies that migrate towards the
bulk eventually leave the interfacial region and enter the
bulk. There, their di↵usion virtually stops, since the elec-
tric fields in the more conducting bulk are much smaller.
Successive initial cycles yield a cumulative e↵ect, with a
depletion of the interfacial regions (and some pile-up at
the edges) and a concomitant accumulation at the bulk
side of the interfacial/bulk boundary. Significantly this
accumulation, as seen in Fig. 3, is quite large and narrow
leading to a substantial increase in the local resistance.
This feature will be a key to understand the origin of the
legs of the hysteresis loop, which we shall consider next.

In Fig. 4 we show snapshots, during the first half of
the voltage cycle, of the vacancy concentration and lo-
cal resistance profiles in the interfacial regions and their
boundaries with the bulk. These are the active regions
of the system where the electric-field-enhanced migration
takes place. Notice that since the current I(t) is uniform
along the conductive path, the local electric fields are di-
rectly proportional to the local resistance. Let’s start at
V =0, from the state at the beginning of a cycle. Interest-
ingly, the ⇢i profile indicates significant electric fields in
both interfacial regions which extends into the neighbor-
ing bulk. Thus the depletion of vacancies in the inter-



Channel Model of  
Rozenberg, Sanchez, Levy et al 

Rozenberg et al (2010) 

Vacancies increase resistance 

Boundary layer (“A”) present 

Electron dynamics implicit 
 

Pile-up next to interface vacancies 

Cause of switching vacancy bump inside 
interface moves from  
next to electrode into bulk 
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FIG. 4: Top (semi-log scale): Snapshots of the density concen-
tration profiles for the symmetric configuration, normalized to
the initial uniform density value �

i

/�
o

, during the hysteresis
cycle (first half). Bottom: The corresponding profiles of local
resistance ⇢

i

for the same snapshots. Inset: Position of the
snapshots in the (first half) hysteresis loop.

faces and the accumulation at the boundaries are such
that compensate for the di↵erence between the respec-
tive A coe�cients, to yield similar electric fields across
the boundaries of the regions. Yet, at the very left end of
the system there is a small pile-up of vacancies which, as
soon as the voltage is ramped up, will translate into the
largest local fields and initiate the ionic migration. At
V/V

max

=0.25, we observe a snapshot of the migration
of the vacancies across the left interfacial region towards
the bulk. From the resistance expression Eq. (2), so long
the vacancies remain within the interfacial region, the
system remains in RHI

T state. At V/V
max

=0.62, the va-

cancies have moved out the left interfacial region and
entered the bulk, where their migration suddenly stops.
Once in the bulk, the contribution to the total resistance
of these migrating vacancies is reduced (AB << AL),
thus the system reaches the RLO

T state (leg of the table).
Notice that in this state, the largest fields occur at the
boundaries of the bulk and the interfacial regions. Thus,
as V is further increased, the left interfacial region de-
pletes further and therefore the voltage drop gets lower
there. In contrast, on the right side the electric fields are
further enhanced and there is now a migration of vacan-
cies from the accumulation peak of the bulk towards the
right interfacial region. This leads to an increase of the
total resistance and, at the maximal voltage V/V

max

=1,
we find that the vacancies have entered the interfacial
region and already piled-up at the right end. Thus, the
system is back to RHI

T . The voltage protocol continues
with the decrease of V back to zero but keeping the same
(positive) polarity. Therefore no significant change in the
�i and ⇢i profiles occurs, and half of the table with legs is
already formed. When the negative polarity part of the
cycle begins a similar analysis follows, since the distribu-
tion of vacancy concentrations is a mirror image of the
initial one. This forms the other half of the table.

To conclude, our results put on solid theoretical
grounds the key role played by oxygen vacancies in the
mechanism of resistive switching in TMO. They also pro-
vide valuable insights, predicting a non-trivial spatial
profile of the oxygen vacancy distribution which may be
of help for device design. An exciting idea for future
work is to explore the possibility of using atomistic, first
principles, calculations to study properties of electrode -
transition metal oxide interfaces to estimate the param-
eters of the model and provide guidance in the material
choice for actual memory devices.

Support from CONICET (grants PIP 5254/05 and PIP
112-200801-00047) and ANCTyP (grants PICT 483/06
and PICT 837/07) is gratefully acknowledged.
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Metallic conduction: not intended  
for binary oxide systems 



Channel lateral dynamics model of Kittl group 

Kittl et al (2012) 

Vacancies increase conductance TAT 

Boundary layer (“A”) absent 

Electron dynamics TAT network, no feedback to 
vacancies 

Pile-up next to interface none 

Cause of switching conducting channel 
disintegrates/reassembles 

 Retention:  
 Few atomic jumps may impact conduction of narrow filament 
 variability of retention 
 Stronger (more conductive) filaments have better retention 
 

Shimeng Yu, Y. Y. Chen, X. Guan, H.-S. Philip Wong, J. A. Kittl , Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 043507 (2012) 

MC simulations: 

Implications of filamentary conduction, localized switching 

66 Prof. Jorge  Kittl, KU Leuven   EPICO 2012, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Limited utility: 
-  for narrow devices 
-  in light of direct imaging 

HfO system 



Switching by Front Dynamics 

Thermal image O vacancy density from 
X-ray fluorescence  

Janousch et al, (2006) Switching may involve  
sample-wide front/wall moving 



HP Modeling: Pickett et al. 

Switching = Movement of wall of O vacancy-rich region 

Phenomenology: variable w, domain wall 
location between high R and low R region 
moves 

Double exponential dynamics is introduced 
to reproduce data, lacking clear motivation:   

eters that resulted were barrier height !0=0.95"0.03 eV,
dielectric constant # $ 5 " 1, and channel area A
=10 000"2500 nm2. The series channel resistance, Rs
=215 %, was also kept fixed during the fitting procedure.
The barrier width w varied from 1.1 to 1.9 nm, with typical
fitting uncertainty of "0.1 nm. Typical relative errors in the
current and voltage measurements were 1%, but for the sake
of clarity, error bars are omitted from Figs. 2 and 3. Assum-
ing a cylindrical geometry for the conduction channel, the
best fit area A corresponds to a diameter of 113 " 7 nm,
which is consistent with previous direct measurements of the

channel width in similar devices using the technique of
pressure-modulated conductance mapping.16 This channel
geometry yields a resistivity estimate of !4&10!3 % cm,
which is significantly more resistive than metallic Pt or Ti
but reasonable for reduced TiO2.20,21

We note the tunneling effective mass was assumed to be
equal to the free electron mass because we do not have an
independent means to measure this value. This could pro-
duce a systematic error in the above parameters and the re-
ported barrier widths. For this reason, the numerical results
should be considered as effective values, although they none-
theless provide a good idea of the measurement precision.
Invariant parameter values were obtained from a first regres-
sion analysis, e.g., at a particular voltage pulse amplitude,
after which only w was allowed to vary in subsequent fits.
This procedure enabled us to track the width of the tunnel
barrier as a function of time and the applied voltage.

V. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR: EXPONENTIAL
DEPENDENCE OF SWITCHING TIME ON THE DEVICE
CURRENT

After reducing each state i-v to a value of w, we exam-
ined the voltage-dependent dynamics of the effective barrier
width during switching. Figure 3"a# shows the time evolution
of w during six off-switching tests with external voltages
ranging from 3.0 to 5.5 V. Figure 3"c# shows five on-
switching tests with voltages of '1.25 and '1.4 V. We
chose to study only two biases for on switching because the
switching speed was much faster and is more sensitive to the
magnitude of the applied bias and we had a RC-limited time
resolution "!1 µs# in our test setup. On-switching repeatabil-
ity was therefore demonstrated via multiple state tests at the
same voltage.

The device state evolved in a continuous but highly non-
linear manner between the limiting on and off states, and the
switching speed was strongly dependent on the current mag-
nitude and polarity. In order to determine an analytical ex-
pression of the dynamical state evolution $Eq. "2#% for off
and on switching, we again applied a regression technique
described in Sec. VII. The end result was a set of consistent
parameters for the full range of applied voltages studied,
with the following analytical expressions:

off switching "i(0#:

ẇ = foff sinh& i

ioff
'exp(! exp&w ! aoff

wc
!

)i)
b
' !

w

wc
* "3#

and the fitting parameters foff=3.5"1 )m /s, ioff
=115"4 )A, aoff=1.20"0.02 nm, b=500"70 )A, and
wc=107"4 pm;

on switching "i*0#:

ẇ = fon sinh& i

ion
'exp(! exp&!

w ! aon

wc
!

)i)
b
' !

w

wc
* "4#

and the fitting parameters fon=40"10 )m /s, ion=8.9"
0.3 )A, aon=1.80"0.01 nm, b=500"90 )A, and wc
=107"3 pm. These nonlinear functions of i and w were
determined through a combination of physical insight from
theoretical analyses11,18 that involved the numerical solution
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FIG. 2. "Color# Current-voltage characteristics for a selection of times. Nine
i-v tests taken during the 4.5 V off-switching state test on the 5&5 )m2

device are shown. The lines are best fits to the series resistor plus Simmons
tunnel barrier equivalent circuit. The data points at high positive voltage are
from the state-change pulse immediately following the respective state-test
data and were not included in the fitting procedure, but the extrapolation of
the tunneling equation to these measured values indicates that the conduc-
tion model works well even into the switching regime. The legend lists the
total time the device was under the applied voltage in seconds, after which
the i-v data were collected.
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FIG. 3. "Color# Dynamical behavior of the tunnel barrier width w. The state
variable w evolves as a function of time for different applied voltages for a
series of "a# off-switching and "c# on-switching state tests on the same de-
vice. The legends indicate the applied external voltage. The lines are the
numerical solution to the respective switching differential equations de-
scribed in the text. "b# and "d# show the numerical derivative ẇ of the data
in "a# and "c# plotted as a function of w for the different applied voltages.
The lines are calculated from the differential equations using the measured
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Experimental evidence for 
Front model  

1. Direct imaging 
Shows dynamics of front explicitly 
 
2. HP group analyzed scaling of I-V with lateral 
width of contact: front/channel in TiO: x~50-100nm 
 
3. In devices of decreasing size: do front and 
channel pictures converge? Device lateral size can 
get in the same range of ~30-50nm 
 
However, in small devices the channels can get 
smaller as well, only few nm, still distinct from front 
of size, comparable to system size 



HP Modeling: Strukov et al. 

Vacancies and electrons couple  
only through Coulomb interaction: 
 
1. Both of them are sources of the potential φ	


 
2. The dynamics of both of them is driven by φ	

	

	

	

	

	

 
3. Electron mobility is not effected by vacancies 

faster, electron n(x) and hole p(x) concentrations can be
approximated with Fermi–Dirac statistics, that is, with
the separate quasi-Fermi potentials wn(x) and wp(x),
respectively.[11] Thus, the steady-state currents from the
drift-diffusion approximation for electrons and holes are
determined from

r ! "#en"x$mnr’n"x$$ % 0 (2)

and

r!"ep"x$mpr’p"x$$ % 0 (3)

while the Poisson equation for the active layer with uniform
permittivity ee0 is

# ""0D’"x$

% e"p"x$ # n"x$ & fD"x$ND"x$ # fA"x$NA$ (4)

Here, e is the unit charge, w(x) the electrostatic potential,
andmn (mp) is the electron (hole) mobility, which is assumed to
be independent of the field. fD(x) and fA(x) are ionization
factors for donors and acceptors, correspondingly, which are
found from the population statistics[11] and typically equal to
unity for the considered simulation parameters.

The non-equilibrium mobile ion distribution and ion flux
JION(x) can also be found from drift-diffusion theory (in this
paper we are neglecting nonlinear drift in high electric
fields[12]) and the continuity equation, that is, for singly
charged positive ions,

JION"x$ % #eDirND"x$ # eND"x$uir’"x$ (5)

and

e@ND"x$
@t

% #r ! JION"x$ (6)

where Di and mi are the ion diffusion constant and mobility,
respectively, which are related via the Einstein–Nernst
equation.

In this study we consider only bulk-limited transport, and
the interfaces are assumed to be purely ohmic for electrons.
This, for example, might correspond to either metal electrodes
with adjacent D-doped semiconductor interfacial layers or
heavily doped semiconductor electrodes with a band gap
similar to that of the transport layer. The electron and hole
concentrations are fixed to their equilibrium levels defined by
the Fermi potential at the interface, such that for an applied
bias v the boundary conditions are

’n"0$ %’p"0$ (7)

and

’n"L$ %’p"L$ %’n"0$&v (8)

The interfaces are assumed to be trap free and completely
blocking for mobile ions, so that the total number of mobile
dopants, LND' is constant, that is,

JION"0$ %JION"L$ % 0 (9)

In this study, we neglect Joule heating and explicit
temperature effects.

3. Simulation Results

Equations 2–6 with boundary conditions 7–9 are solved
numerically using an iterative procedure to achieve self-
consistency. More specifically, starting from initially defined
mobileND(x) andfixedNA iondistributions, the potentialsw(x),
wn(x), and wp(x) are determined from Equations 2–4 using a
modifiedNewton–Raphsonmethod.[13] After that, a newND(x)
is calculated using a backward difference approximation for the
time derivative with the time step limited by the Courant
condition.[14] These two steps are repeated throughout the
simulation until some specified goal is reached. Fast i–v
measurements to characterize the resistance state of the system
at a particular time are simulated by freezing ND(x) and
calculating the current as a function of voltage for that
configuration of mobile dopants. All stationary profiles are
calculated by starting with a uniform concentration, that is,
ND"x$ % N'

D, and then relaxing the system by simulating
sufficiently large times so that no significant changes occur
between iterations. As a sanity check, we compare the relaxed
profile toonecalculatedfromastationarymodelwithJION% 0 in
Equation 5 to make sure that they are consistent.

We first simulate the ground state of the system, with zero
voltageapplied, inorder toexamine theequilibriumdistribution
ND(x). An analytical solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation predicts that a 1D system with charged mobile ions
confined between electrodes with compensating charge will
settle intoaU-shapeddistribution.[15]This intuitiveresult comes
from the condition that the electrostatic attraction of ions to the
image charge on both electrodes is the strongest near the
interfaces, and hence a large ionic concentration gradient is
required to compensate it. The two decreasing dopant
concentrations from each interface meet in the center of the
film with a slope of zero, which produces the U-shape.

When the semiconductor band gap and Fermi level pinning
at the electrodes are included in the model, the simple
analytical treatment is no longer appropriate. The equilibrium
profile from the numerical calculation still has an approximate
U-shape, as shown in Figure 1a, but depending on the specific
conditions the U may be flattened or even inverted. For
example, when the depletion width is smaller than the device
lengthL, only ions near the interfaces will be affected and thus
the profile is flat in the middle of the device. The orientation of
the U, that is, either normal or inverted, depends on the
alignment of the Fermi potentials between the electrodes and
the semiconductor film. For the simulations reported here, the
electrode Fermi potential was chosen such that it corresponds
to the potential of appropriate semiconductor layers at each

full papers D. B. Strukov et al.
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faster, electron n(x) and hole p(x) concentrations can be
approximated with Fermi–Dirac statistics, that is, with
the separate quasi-Fermi potentials wn(x) and wp(x),
respectively.[11] Thus, the steady-state currents from the
drift-diffusion approximation for electrons and holes are
determined from

r ! "#en"x$mnr’n"x$$ % 0 (2)

and

r!"ep"x$mpr’p"x$$ % 0 (3)

while the Poisson equation for the active layer with uniform
permittivity ee0 is

# ""0D’"x$

% e"p"x$ # n"x$ & fD"x$ND"x$ # fA"x$NA$ (4)

Here, e is the unit charge, w(x) the electrostatic potential,
andmn (mp) is the electron (hole) mobility, which is assumed to
be independent of the field. fD(x) and fA(x) are ionization
factors for donors and acceptors, correspondingly, which are
found from the population statistics[11] and typically equal to
unity for the considered simulation parameters.

The non-equilibrium mobile ion distribution and ion flux
JION(x) can also be found from drift-diffusion theory (in this
paper we are neglecting nonlinear drift in high electric
fields[12]) and the continuity equation, that is, for singly
charged positive ions,

JION"x$ % #eDirND"x$ # eND"x$uir’"x$ (5)

and

e@ND"x$
@t

% #r ! JION"x$ (6)

where Di and mi are the ion diffusion constant and mobility,
respectively, which are related via the Einstein–Nernst
equation.

In this study we consider only bulk-limited transport, and
the interfaces are assumed to be purely ohmic for electrons.
This, for example, might correspond to either metal electrodes
with adjacent D-doped semiconductor interfacial layers or
heavily doped semiconductor electrodes with a band gap
similar to that of the transport layer. The electron and hole
concentrations are fixed to their equilibrium levels defined by
the Fermi potential at the interface, such that for an applied
bias v the boundary conditions are

’n"0$ %’p"0$ (7)

and

’n"L$ %’p"L$ %’n"0$&v (8)

The interfaces are assumed to be trap free and completely
blocking for mobile ions, so that the total number of mobile
dopants, LND' is constant, that is,

JION"0$ %JION"L$ % 0 (9)

In this study, we neglect Joule heating and explicit
temperature effects.

3. Simulation Results

Equations 2–6 with boundary conditions 7–9 are solved
numerically using an iterative procedure to achieve self-
consistency. More specifically, starting from initially defined
mobileND(x) andfixedNA iondistributions, the potentialsw(x),
wn(x), and wp(x) are determined from Equations 2–4 using a
modifiedNewton–Raphsonmethod.[13] After that, a newND(x)
is calculated using a backward difference approximation for the
time derivative with the time step limited by the Courant
condition.[14] These two steps are repeated throughout the
simulation until some specified goal is reached. Fast i–v
measurements to characterize the resistance state of the system
at a particular time are simulated by freezing ND(x) and
calculating the current as a function of voltage for that
configuration of mobile dopants. All stationary profiles are
calculated by starting with a uniform concentration, that is,
ND"x$ % N'

D, and then relaxing the system by simulating
sufficiently large times so that no significant changes occur
between iterations. As a sanity check, we compare the relaxed
profile toonecalculatedfromastationarymodelwithJION% 0 in
Equation 5 to make sure that they are consistent.

We first simulate the ground state of the system, with zero
voltageapplied, inorder toexamine theequilibriumdistribution
ND(x). An analytical solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation predicts that a 1D system with charged mobile ions
confined between electrodes with compensating charge will
settle intoaU-shapeddistribution.[15]This intuitiveresult comes
from the condition that the electrostatic attraction of ions to the
image charge on both electrodes is the strongest near the
interfaces, and hence a large ionic concentration gradient is
required to compensate it. The two decreasing dopant
concentrations from each interface meet in the center of the
film with a slope of zero, which produces the U-shape.

When the semiconductor band gap and Fermi level pinning
at the electrodes are included in the model, the simple
analytical treatment is no longer appropriate. The equilibrium
profile from the numerical calculation still has an approximate
U-shape, as shown in Figure 1a, but depending on the specific
conditions the U may be flattened or even inverted. For
example, when the depletion width is smaller than the device
lengthL, only ions near the interfaces will be affected and thus
the profile is flat in the middle of the device. The orientation of
the U, that is, either normal or inverted, depends on the
alignment of the Fermi potentials between the electrodes and
the semiconductor film. For the simulations reported here, the
electrode Fermi potential was chosen such that it corresponds
to the potential of appropriate semiconductor layers at each
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the interfaces are assumed to be purely ohmic for electrons.
This, for example, might correspond to either metal electrodes
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bias v the boundary conditions are
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The interfaces are assumed to be trap free and completely
blocking for mobile ions, so that the total number of mobile
dopants, LND' is constant, that is,

JION"0$ %JION"L$ % 0 (9)

In this study, we neglect Joule heating and explicit
temperature effects.

3. Simulation Results

Equations 2–6 with boundary conditions 7–9 are solved
numerically using an iterative procedure to achieve self-
consistency. More specifically, starting from initially defined
mobileND(x) andfixedNA iondistributions, the potentialsw(x),
wn(x), and wp(x) are determined from Equations 2–4 using a
modifiedNewton–Raphsonmethod.[13] After that, a newND(x)
is calculated using a backward difference approximation for the
time derivative with the time step limited by the Courant
condition.[14] These two steps are repeated throughout the
simulation until some specified goal is reached. Fast i–v
measurements to characterize the resistance state of the system
at a particular time are simulated by freezing ND(x) and
calculating the current as a function of voltage for that
configuration of mobile dopants. All stationary profiles are
calculated by starting with a uniform concentration, that is,
ND"x$ % N'

D, and then relaxing the system by simulating
sufficiently large times so that no significant changes occur
between iterations. As a sanity check, we compare the relaxed
profile toonecalculatedfromastationarymodelwithJION% 0 in
Equation 5 to make sure that they are consistent.

We first simulate the ground state of the system, with zero
voltageapplied, inorder toexamine theequilibriumdistribution
ND(x). An analytical solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation predicts that a 1D system with charged mobile ions
confined between electrodes with compensating charge will
settle intoaU-shapeddistribution.[15]This intuitiveresult comes
from the condition that the electrostatic attraction of ions to the
image charge on both electrodes is the strongest near the
interfaces, and hence a large ionic concentration gradient is
required to compensate it. The two decreasing dopant
concentrations from each interface meet in the center of the
film with a slope of zero, which produces the U-shape.

When the semiconductor band gap and Fermi level pinning
at the electrodes are included in the model, the simple
analytical treatment is no longer appropriate. The equilibrium
profile from the numerical calculation still has an approximate
U-shape, as shown in Figure 1a, but depending on the specific
conditions the U may be flattened or even inverted. For
example, when the depletion width is smaller than the device
lengthL, only ions near the interfaces will be affected and thus
the profile is flat in the middle of the device. The orientation of
the U, that is, either normal or inverted, depends on the
alignment of the Fermi potentials between the electrodes and
the semiconductor film. For the simulations reported here, the
electrode Fermi potential was chosen such that it corresponds
to the potential of appropriate semiconductor layers at each
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HP Modeling: Strukov et al. 

4. Simulation: w(ON)=0          Expt:  w(ON)=1.4nm 
Self arrest:     NO             YES 

HP simulations               HP measurement of ON/OFF width 



So, we decided to check out the vacancies 

by checking in the Bates Motel 



What could possibly go wrong? 



Our Simulations 

(1)  calculate the full energy of the electron 
system, driven by an applied voltage 

(2)  move the electrons with Monte-Carlo 
dynamics until a steady current state is 
established (1-100 million MC steps) 

(3)  move the vacancies according to a Monte-
Carlo dynamics using the electron 
configuration related to steady current 

(4)  recalculate the electronic current 

(5)  repeat the vacancy & electron updates until 
both reach steady state, then record the 
current, corresponding to the applied voltage 

(6)  change the voltage incrementally and repeat 
steps (1)-(5) 

Motivated by TiO2/TiO(2-x) layered 
binary oxide structures 
 
Pre-formed system, no additional 
formation is needed: the front 
separating high and low vacancy 
density regions is prepared 
 
Can be equally appropriate for a 
formed channel  
 
Thickness of insulating TiO2 layer is 
about 2nm or less 

vacancy rich vacancy poor 



Energetics 

grain charging  
energy 

Coulomb  
interaction 

potential due to 
external voltage 

disordered 
grain energy 

Electron energy 

Electrodes 
 
Electron reservoirs, separated from bulk with a work function W 



Dynamics 

 
Vacancy dynamics 
 
δρ(i→j)  = µ exp(-(V00-ΔVij))/E0)     
 
     Mott-Guerney type 

 Electron dynamics  
 
δj < δ0: tunneling, in boundary layer 
 
p(i→j)  = p0 exp(-(V0+ΔEij – const.δj)) Θ(-ΔEij)   
    Tunneling barrier lowered by energy gradient and vacancy density 
         
δj > δ0: metallic, in bulk 
 
p(i→j)  = p0 Θ(-ΔEij)      



Results: No mobile vacancies 

Onset/switching could have been observed without vacancy dynamics: 
(a)  Anderson localization 
(b)  Interacting localization (Coulomb Glass) 
(c)  Some kind of depinning 
(d)  Mott transition 
 
Instead: no hysteresis, no switching 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Mobile vacancies are essential for switching phenomena 



Results: Mobile vacancies 

Simulation                      WO3/PT cell 



Results: Parameter space exploration 

Different types of I-V curves 
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in order to reproduce experimental resuts. In our mode,
vacancies are driven by the local electric field and also
feel the effect of disorder. In order to have a small num-
ber of parameters, we used the simple picture in which
the vacancies are driven by the gradient of the cell en-
ergies �E

ij

= E

i

� E

j

, which should be an acceptable
first approximation. This approximation is equivalent
to the picture of Rozenberg8, where the energy gradients
driving the vacancies are generated by the electrons, and
the back-fields generated by the vacancies for the elec-
trons are not included. For the dynamics, we used the
Mott-Guerney picture14 of the ions performing activated
jumps over an energy barrier in both directions accord-
ing to the law of the detailed balance:

v ⇡ fae

��UA
sinh

✓
�qEa

2

◆
=

⇢
µE E ⌧ E0

µE0e
E
E0

E ⇠ E0
,

(4)
where v is the average ion drift velocity, f is the fre-
quency of escape attempts, q is the ion charge, while
µ = qfa exp(��U

A

) is the mobility at small electric
fields and E0 = 2kBT/(qa) is the characteristic field for a
particular mobile atom in the crystal, which is typically
about 1 MV/cm for T = 300K. What is U

A

? Given the
low operating voltages of the devices, we will use the
Mott-Guerney formula in the low-field, linear response
limit. In practice, since the vacancies move only one cell
in our simulation, the above Mott-Guerney formula for
the vacancy current is implemented by making the num-
ber of the oxygen vacancies in cell i transitioning to the
adjacent cell j proportional to the energy gradient.

We employ a coarse graining to the vacancy number
nov. We represent the oxygen vacancies in terms of their
density ⇢ov and allow only discreet changes of the den-
sity. Finally, we adopt a maximum vacancy density to
represent the constraints on the vacancy density. These
arise from the initial sample preparation with a partic-
ular oxygen density as well as chemical energetics and
Coulomb penalties not preferring high vacancy densi-
ties. We normalize the oxygen vacancy density so that
its maximum is unity and it can change only in steps of
0.1 Importantly, the oxygen vacancy density directly af-
fects the transport of electrons as the vacancies dramati-
cally impact the resistivity encountered by the electrons
as described earlier. Finally, the electrodes are assumed
to be completely blocking for vacancies, so that vacan-
cies are not allowed to move into an electrode.

An equilibrium or steady state is achieved for each ap-
plied external voltage V by performing sweeps over all
cells in the systems. In each sweep, transitions from one
cell i to all other ones and to the electrodes are consid-
ered and performed until cell i is in steady state with the
other cells and the electrodes. Similarly, allowed oxygen
vacancy movements between cell i and the others are
considered. The sweeps are then repeated at least 100
times and until the current from the insulator from one
electrode is equal to the current from the other electrode
to the system within numerical tolerances.

FIG. 3. Contour plot of the RRAM resistance ratio R
hi

/R
lo

.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To generate an I � V curve, an external voltage
is applied to one electrode with the other electrode
grounded. The voltage will be referred to as positive
when the left electrode has a potential higher than the
right electrode and negative when it is lower. The volt-
age is changed in uniform steps starting from zero un-
til the current suddenly changes by a large amount, i.e.

a switching event occurs. The magnitude of the volt-
age is then decreased in the same uniform steps through
zero to negative values until a reverse switching event
occurs. From this, the voltage protocol is completed
by starting to increase the voltage back to positive val-
ues. Our model has a five-dimensional parameter space
spanned by C

s, Cc , Cd, Navg, and Welec. We have ex-
plored this five-dimensional space extensively compar-
ing the simulated I � V -curves to key features of the
experimentally determined I � V curves of RRAM de-
vices. This allowed us to determine how each parameter
affects the I � V hysteresis. Many I � V curves did not
meet key criteria for RRAM applications. For example,
for some regions of parameter space, the I � V curves
did not exhibit hysteresis. In other regions, the I � V

curves switched from the high resistance (RHi) state to
the low resistance (RLo) state at a switching voltage, but
switched back to RHi state before the voltage reached
zero on the descending branch of the voltage protocol.
Such systems obviously fail to be candidates for non-
volatile memory, as they do not retain their resistance
state once the write-voltage is removed. Yet others had
a curvature so that the values of the resistance on the
RLo branch kept increasing and would span the resis-
tance in the RHi state. Such systems are obviously not
good for memory applications. The parameter regions
where the system exhibits proper non-volatile memory
behavior were identified by performing systematic two-
dimensional slices of the five dimensional parameter
space and creating contour maps of the resistance ratios
on the two branches of the I � V curves as they crossed
zero voltage.
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FIG. 3. Contour plot of the RRAM resistance ratio R
hi

/R
lo

.
The horizontal axis is N

ave

, and the vertical axis is the self-
energy factor Cs.

FIG. 4. Left panel: Typical I-V curve obtained with ⇢
ov

= 1
and the oxygen vacancies cannot move. Here, Cs = 0.3,
Cc=0.1, and N

avg

=10. No hysteresis is observed. Right panel:
I-V curves for the same set of parameters but with different
disorder energies Ed. No hysteresis is observed. As the disor-
der energy increases, a larger voltage is required to produce a
given current as electrons get trapped in cells with low energy
due to disorder.

The left panel of Fig. ?? shows a typical I � V curve
for the case of ⇢ov = 1 in every cell and frozen oxy-
gen vacancies. When the voltage was cycled accord-
ing to the above protocol, no hysteresis was observed
in the I � V curve. The right panel shows a a number
of I � V curves for different values of the disorder pa-
rameter C

d. No hysteresis was observed. Similar runs
of simulations were performed in other one- and two-
dimensional slices of the (C

s
, C

c
, C

d
, Navg) parameter

space, all with negative results. Therefore, we conclude
that our model does not exhibit hysteresis in the limit of
including only electron dynamics.

VII.2. Dynamics of both electrons and vacancies

Figure ?? shows a typical I � V curve obtained when
dynamics of both electrons and oxygen vacancies are in-
cluded. Hysteresis proved to be a persistent feature in
wide segments of the parameter space. Moreover, the
two branches of these hysteretic I � V curves cross zero
voltage with markedly different slopes. In other words
these models do retain their resistance states after the
write voltage is removed. Therefore, these models seem
to reproduce the two basic phenomena of bipolar resis-
tive switching. In what follows, we describe our explo-
ration of the parameter space and the various classes of

FIG. 5. I � V curves from the model with interface layers
containing mobile oxygen vacancies. Left panel: the voltage
sweep starts with positive polarity. V

set

= 16 and V
reset

= �5.
Here, Cs = 0.3, Cc = 0.1, Cd = 0.5, N

avg

= 30, and disorder
� = 5. Right panel: the voltage sweep starts with negative po-
larity. V

set

= �7 and V
reset

= 11. The same parameters as the
left panel are used.

switching that we have observed.
Depending on the sense of cycling of the applied volt-

age, the I � V curve assumes different shapes. When a
voltage cycle starts with positive polarity (0 ! Vset !
0 ! �Vreset), an asymmetric I � V curve results, as
shown in the left panel of Fig. ??. Furthermore, the I�V

curve typically has a larger set voltage Vset and a smaller
reset voltage Vreset. In contrast, when a voltage cycle
starts with negative polarity (0 ! �Vset ! 0 ! Vreset),
the resulting asymmetric I � V curve (the right panel of
Fig. ??) has a larger Vreset than Vset. These I � V curves
are qualitatively similar to the experimental result ob-
tained ones for an asymmetric Pt/SrZrO3/SrRuO3 MIM
structure? . Below we analyze the physics of these two
cycling protocols in detail. We show that for both senses
of the cycling, the processes dominating the physics take
place in the interface layer and the bulk region immedi-
ately next to it.

The following analysis is for the case of a voltage cycle
starting with negative polarity. Negative voltage is real-
ized by applying a positive voltage to the right electrode
while grounding the left electrode. The positive voltage
is increased from 0 to Vset, defined as the voltage where
the current increases abruptly. For voltage V < Vset , a
low initial, or as-prepared concentration of oxygen va-
cancies in half of the interface cells near the right elec-
trode (columns 13 and 14 in the right panel of Fig. ??)
prevents electrons from transitioning into these inter-
face cells, as the low oxygen vacancy density suppresses
transitions as described above above. Also, a thick in-
terface region with low oxygen vacancy concentration
prevents electrons from tunneling through the interface
region directly to the electrode. As a result, the system
is in a high-resistance state during this low-voltage por-
tion of the voltage cycle or protocol. As the voltage of
the right electrode increases, the electrons in the bulk
cells of columns 1 through 12 are increasingly attracted
towards the right electrode. But since they cannot en-
ter the interface region itself, the electrons pile up in the
cells just left of the interface region next to the right elec-
trode, as shown in the middle of the left panel of Fig. ??.
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Switching Mechanism 

1. Electron depletion layer forms next to front, 
enhances total electric field felt by front 

2. Total field depins front towards electrode 

3. Insulating layer gets thinner: electron 

conduction switches ON, flushing out electron 

depletion layer 

4. This reduces field, arrests further front motion  



Comparison to other work 
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FIG. 4: Top (semi-log scale): Snapshots of the density concen-
tration profiles for the symmetric configuration, normalized to
the initial uniform density value �

i

/�
o

, during the hysteresis
cycle (first half). Bottom: The corresponding profiles of local
resistance ⇢

i

for the same snapshots. Inset: Position of the
snapshots in the (first half) hysteresis loop.

faces and the accumulation at the boundaries are such
that compensate for the di↵erence between the respec-
tive A coe�cients, to yield similar electric fields across
the boundaries of the regions. Yet, at the very left end of
the system there is a small pile-up of vacancies which, as
soon as the voltage is ramped up, will translate into the
largest local fields and initiate the ionic migration. At
V/V

max

=0.25, we observe a snapshot of the migration
of the vacancies across the left interfacial region towards
the bulk. From the resistance expression Eq. (2), so long
the vacancies remain within the interfacial region, the
system remains in RHI

T state. At V/V
max

=0.62, the va-

cancies have moved out the left interfacial region and
entered the bulk, where their migration suddenly stops.
Once in the bulk, the contribution to the total resistance
of these migrating vacancies is reduced (AB << AL),
thus the system reaches the RLO

T state (leg of the table).
Notice that in this state, the largest fields occur at the
boundaries of the bulk and the interfacial regions. Thus,
as V is further increased, the left interfacial region de-
pletes further and therefore the voltage drop gets lower
there. In contrast, on the right side the electric fields are
further enhanced and there is now a migration of vacan-
cies from the accumulation peak of the bulk towards the
right interfacial region. This leads to an increase of the
total resistance and, at the maximal voltage V/V

max

=1,
we find that the vacancies have entered the interfacial
region and already piled-up at the right end. Thus, the
system is back to RHI

T . The voltage protocol continues
with the decrease of V back to zero but keeping the same
(positive) polarity. Therefore no significant change in the
�i and ⇢i profiles occurs, and half of the table with legs is
already formed. When the negative polarity part of the
cycle begins a similar analysis follows, since the distribu-
tion of vacancy concentrations is a mirror image of the
initial one. This forms the other half of the table.

To conclude, our results put on solid theoretical
grounds the key role played by oxygen vacancies in the
mechanism of resistive switching in TMO. They also pro-
vide valuable insights, predicting a non-trivial spatial
profile of the oxygen vacancy distribution which may be
of help for device design. An exciting idea for future
work is to explore the possibility of using atomistic, first
principles, calculations to study properties of electrode -
transition metal oxide interfaces to estimate the param-
eters of the model and provide guidance in the material
choice for actual memory devices.
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Rozenberg, Sanchez, Levy et al 

Rozenberg et al Our work 

Vacancies increase resistance increase conductance 

Boundary layer (“A”) present defined by low vacancy 
concentration: dynamic  

Electron dynamics implicit explicit 

Pile-up next to interface vacancies electrons/holes 

Cause of switching vacancy bump inside 
interface moves from 
next to electrode into 
bulk 

wall of high vacancy 
concentration moves 
driven by field with 
contribution from hole 
build-up 



Our Model – Next Generation  

- 3000 atoms 
 
- Random energies 
 
- Coulomb interaction 
   (100,000 grid point) 
 
- Electrons jump by 
   master eq. 



Summary 

1.  Reviewed some existing simulations, their applicability and limits 
 
2.  We studied the “coupled mobile electrons-mobile vacancies” model 

with explicit electron dynamics, having long range interactions and 
mobile vacancies 

3.  Switching requires mobility of vacancies 
 
4.  With mobile vacancies model reproduces experiments promisingly 

5.  Switching is driven by hole pile-up, flushed out with ON switching 
 
6.  Switching is  - self-arresting 

    - sharp onset without assumption of double exponential  w(i)  
   - boundary layer is self-defined 



Broad Distribution of Switching Parameters 



Memristors everywhere 

(a) Au/Ti/SrZr0.998Cr0.002O3/SrRuO3; (b) Ag/CeO2/La0.67Ca0.33MnO3; 	

(c) Ag/Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+y heterojunction; (d) Pt/NiO/Pt; (e) Al/“Rose Bengal”/ITO; 	

(f) Al/DDQ/ITO; (g) Au/porus Si/p-type Si; (h) Double barrier AlAs/GaAs heterostructure.	




Hysteretic/switching resistors:  
Bednorz strikes gold again 

SrTiO3, SrZrO3 


